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This is the Student Study Guide and Solutions Manual to accompany Organic Chemistry,

2e.Â Organic Chemistry, 2nd Edition is not merely a compilation of principles, but rather, it is a

disciplined method of thought and analysis. Success in organic chemistry requires mastery in two

core aspects: fundamental concepts and the skills needed to apply those concepts and solve

problems. Readers must learn to become proficient at approaching new situations methodically,

based on a repertoire of skills. Â These skills are vital for successful problem solving in organic

chemistry. Existing textbooks provide extensive coverage of, the principles, but there is far less

emphasis on the skills needed to actually solve problems.
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GET THIS ONE INSTEAD OF THE PREVIOUS EDITION. MORE content and lists reageant at the

beginning. VERY helpful study tool. pages super thin like the bible, and you'll need a binder

because it doesn't come withe one. WORTH IT. Get this as soon as you start orgo, I wish I did.

Excellent for preparing for organic chem. Covers all the problems in the text with thorough

descriptions and reasoning behind each correct answer (and for some, why other answers are

wrong). I've had books that just give the answer and force you to work them out, glad this wasn't

one of them. Used it and the textbook it is paired with extensively in preparing for o chem exams,

aced every test and the course. Worth its weight in gold and far cheaper on  than the college

bookstore (got this, the text, and another book for the price of the textbook alone at the bookstore).



Definite recommend.

I would definitely recommend buying this! I got A's in both of my Organic classes because it allowed

for me to check my answers as I worked through all of the problems, and it allowed for me to see

where my gaps in knowledge were. If you want a good grade, I would definitely suggest for you to

buy this book!

A great solutions manual that is overpriced.

Very helpful very awesome thank you! Um not sure why the item heading says paperback, I got

digital copy and was immediately emailed a link to download. It was great as I had an exam coming

up and needed this asap

Needs more solution answers to check your work. The few examples are good but only examples of

basic questions.

Definitely recommend it! This book along with the actual book have been the most useful I have

used during my entire undergrad career!

Definitely a must if you are going to be working on the problems for the actual textbook, but

otherwise not so necessary after that.
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